
Clasps 

Folding tables Dialog & Meeting 

T-clasp,  
two columns

H-clasp  
adjustable  

Clasp  
parliamentarian  
two columns

T-clasp, 
single column 

Clasp  
parliamentarian,  
single column 

Skid-clasp  
two-columned
Minimum width  
60 cm

space saving, because of  
the possibility of stacking

H- clasp adjustable in height

Stacking blocks protect  

the table tops and avoid  

damage.

Round pipe 30 x 1.5mm   

rectangular tube  30 x 30 x 1.5 mm  

and 30 x 20 x 1.5 mm

Folding table with T-clasp,  
adjustable in height (optional)



 

Das ausgereifte System für stationäre Bühnen

Dialog  

Folding table with a beech wood frame

Meeting

Simple to hang in 

stacking block for fixing and  
as an aid to stacking

space saving, because of  
the possibility of stacking

T-clasp adjustable in height (optional)

H- clasp adjustable in height

T-clasp with a fixed cap

                      alternatively

stable, fixing by means of stacking blocks

Dialog
T- and H-clasps

Steel tube powder-coated 
Steel-tube chromium-plated 
Aluminium powder-coated 
(Variants see reverse)

Table form 
trapeze 
rectangle 
square 
circle 
semi-circle

Décor 
light beige, birch grey (Standard) 
latest special colours

Edges 
Soft-PVC edging or ABS-edge 
Transport trolley (accessory)

for round tables with 2 two  
fixed and two steering rollers.  
Side-bars and sliding bars  
removal for square tables, with 
2 fixed and two steering rollers. 
Sliding bars removable

 
Meeting
T- and H-clasps

Steel tube powder-coated 
Steel tube chromium-plated 
aluminium powder-coated 
(Variants see reverse)

Table shape 
trapeze 
rectangle 
square

Décor 
light beige, birch grey (Standard) 
latest special colours

Frame 
Beech wood frame, natural, dyed 
and painted according to your 
wishes

Transport trolley (accessory) for 
square tables with two fixed and 
two steering rollers. Sliding bar 
removable

The T- and H-clasps can be supplied 

 in many different colours, powder-coated  

or chromium-plated. 

Stacking blocks protect  

the table tops and avoid  

damage.

Folding table with H-clasp

Practical fittings for  

all uses:

The perfect solution for the quick Dialog:  
Our model Dialog convinces thanks to its timeless design, 
its slender appearance and easy handling. The stable 19 mm 
thick table top is delivered as a standard in the colours  
light beige and birch-grey (chipboard, HPL-coated).  
Upon demand, a delivery in other colours is also possible.

Advantage:  not only available trapeze-, square, - or rectangle-
shaped, but also circular and semi-circular.

The model Dialog is available in all sizes between  
100 and 200 cm as well as a standing height of 73 cm.

It is not possible to break the table-top by bending, as the  
folding table is strengthened on the underside with  
2 Aluminium-T-shaped profiles. 

Practical folding table 
with soft-PVC-border or with ABS-edge 

With just one deft movement 

it is soon possible to create a large 

circle (for example: L-shaped)

The „Big Brother“ of the Dialog model is our folding table 
Meeting. Its beech wood frame 70 mm high and 20 mm 
thick and the optional table top in beech wood look create  
a pleasant atmosphere in the room. Also of a high quality:  
the stable clasps, chromium-plated or powder-coated.

We will be pleased to supply you with the model Meeting  
in the table-top design you wish, as a standard in light  
beige or birch grey.

Meeting is available in all sizes between 100 and 180 cm  
as well as a standing height of 73 cm. 

Practical angled-pieces can be  

inserted with one deft movement.

Dialog & Meeting
Two indispensable folding table systems  
 
for professional requirements

Our two robust and stable folding table systems can be used everywhere. 
Whether in multi-purpose halls or auditoriums, for conferences or  
in schools - both models can be set up and taken down with just a few  
deft movements requiring little strength.

Round pipe 30 x 1.5mm   

rectangular tube  30 x 30 x 1.5 mm  

and 30 x 20 x 1.5 mm

Folding table with T-clasp,  
adjustable in height (optional)


